Durapox®
The Exclusive Steam Cured Epoxy Liner
with a 60-Day Open Time!
Now You Can Line Laterals Without Needing to Wet-Out!
Our DURAPOX steam-cured epoxy liner can sit 60 DAYS without curing, so we can ship you
pre-impregnated liners ready for installation!
DURAPOX is an exclusive product available nowhere else.
It is a pre-impregnated FORMADRAIN liner that can sit in the
open for 60 days, in a garage—or the floor of a warehouse!
READY TO GO:
The liner gets prepared in our shop and then shipped out to
the installer.
The green DURAPOX liner cures in 90 minutes!

SIMPLE TO DEPLOY:
All they need do is clean the line, insert the new liner, and
steam cure 90 minutes. The entire job can take a couple of
hours from when you arrive on site!
The installer can purchase DURAPOX and prepare job in
advance on their end, including at an offsite location.

Finished liner can sit 60 days without curing!

PLUS:
With this technology, an installer doesn’t need a 60-foot table
or large space to prep liners, they can just order them from
FORMADRAIN if they wish! Additionally, this saves 1 to 2
hours on liner preparation — saving time and money!
Also, for large jobs requiring multiple liners, you can prepare
them all in advance and then deploy one after the other —
regardless of how long it takes!

The FORMADRAIN Lateral
Lining and Spot Repair
System has been in Constant
Use since 1994!

“We can re-line through a 4-inch cast iron clean out, a Y in a 45 and go
right to the city main with ZERO digging… We can do the 4 to 6 transitions
without measuring…The fiberglass epoxy just opens up beautifully and you
get a nice, seamless transition. Also the support we get is second to none.
You can call any time, day or night…”
Jim Levine,
Formadrain installer since 2004

Pre-Impregnated Epoxy Liner | Can Be Stored for 60 Days | Steam Cures in 90 minutes

®

Durapox

No more wet-outs needed with DURAPOX®!

In 1994: NAFTA became fact, Mandela became South Africa’s president,
and Formadrain launched the world’s first steam cured epoxy lining system.

Formadrain’s quick and reliable steam cured epoxy lining solution puts an
end to unpredictable ambient cure systems.
Formadrain licensees agree: They like the steam. “It’s quick and it’s done with. You don’t have to wait
there after. You cook it, we remove the hoses, we pull the bladder out and we’re done.”
1. IT’S VIRTUALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE
cures 5X stronger than industry standards!
2. THERE’S NO FELT TUBES
We use epoxy and woven fiberglass!
3. THERE’S NO MEASURING
for transitions!
4. THERE’S 100% NO DIGGING
We use existing cleanout. Always!
5. It’s pulled or pushed into place, so you can
place the epoxy liner exactly where you
want it. Perfect for spot repairs!
6. LINING T’S, Y’S AND OFFSET JOINTS:
Ts, Ys and offset joints are no problem and
it also does effortless transitions…

DURAPOX® liner
ready for installation
10 feet long by 10
inches in diameter

7. INCREDIBLE STRENGTH:
The woven fiberglass and steam-cured
epoxy is very strong, predicted to last more
than 50 years!

“We did a lot of research priorɸto
purchasing a lining system…
I honestly believe it’s the best
product on the market.”
Mike Kolakovic
Years long Licensee

For an exploratory meeting to discuss your
needs, contact Bruce Stevenson:
1 (888) 337-6764 | bruce@formadrain.com
October 2020
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